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Dear Editors,

We are pleased to submit our manuscript entitled: “Knowledge and Attitudes of Doctors towards E-Health Use in Healthcare Delivery in Government and Private Hospitals in Northern Uganda: A Cross-Sectional Study”. The old title was “Knowledge and Attitudes of Doctors towards E-Health Use in Healthcare Delivery in Government and Private Hospitals in Northern Uganda”. The paper was also copy edited to improve the style of written English as recommended. We also followed the STROBE guideline as required. Tables and appendix were also moved as required.

All authors listed in the paper contributed sufficiently to the study. To the best of our knowledge, no conflicts of interest, financial or others, exists. We have duly acknowledged the funder and institutions and individuals who supported the study in one way or the other. The study received all the appropriate ethical clearance.

Sincerely,

Walter Onen Yagos

Department of Library and Information Service, Faculty of Medicine Gulu University, Uganda, P.O.Box 166, Gulu, (Uganda),
Mail: yagos.wo@gmail.com
Tel: +256 772 369 765
Fax: +256 471 432094